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                                                                                        Mr Christopher D Binse 43517 

                                                                                    C/ o-.Olearia Unit, Unit (3). 

     Barwon Prison. Locked Bag 7,  

15th May 2019.                                                                Lara, 3212. Vic. 

 

To Royal Commission into Victoria’s Mental Health System. 

 

Attention:  

Commission Chair “Mrs Penny Armitage”.  

Professor Allan Fels AO Commissioner, 

Professor Bernadette Mc Sherry Commissioner 

Dr Alex Cockham Commissioner, 

 

C/o- Royal Commission into Victoria’s Mental Health System. 

P.O. Box 12079 A’Beckett Street 8006. Victoria.  

 

Greetings to All,  

First and foremost I have grave reservations into Ms Penny Armitage’s past history 

at the helm of Corrections Victoria and her well established connections to all those 

identified at M.O.U , & if she is able to function impartially and professionally I ask? 

 

I have provided you with my formal submissions, this extensive superfluous 

submission and the C.D. provided is epic and touches upon everything and anything 

of a real live issue negatively affecting upon my mental state of mind and welfare to 

the submitter’s detriment.  

 

Compounding a well identified Chronic Post Traumatic Stress Disorder Condition! 

 

Exacerbating well-disposed suicidal tendencies, triggered by environment and 

oppressive austere sterile management and lack of any real genuine treatment for my 

mental disability, totally ignored, let alone be seen to provide any relief to my 

unstable ongoing psychological psychiatric episodes triggered by malice care. 

 

The epic document 1357 delves into many facets in abundant detail painstakingly 

illustrated demonstrating true extent of anguish, misery, torment and gruelling 

exposure. Contributing to “ongoing suicidal behaviours”, allowed to manifest! 

 

At the hands of those charged with managing a duty of care into my welfare.            

Being the Victorian Office of Corrections. In their dereliction of duty and obligations. 

 

It also reaches & delves into corrupt calumny acts of Victoria’s most imminent Q.C. 

Saul Holt & his reliance upon his side kick in crime The “Guru”Dr Danny Sullivan. 

 

Which really needs to be thoroughly explored and examined, this inquiry is the most 

appropriate forum and venue to undertake such necessary examinations to ensure the 

public confidence is in administration of Justice and in Victoria’s Medical Profession.  

 

In the fundamentally appalling breach of miss-conduct & improper illegal behaviours! 

                                                 
1357  Submitter’s statement Dated 26th April 2019. 


